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“In every outthrust headland, in every curving beach, in every grain of sand there is the story of the earth.” - Rachel Carson

How To Use This Guide
Recommended Tools & Documents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Magnifying glass
Ruler
Printed or downloaded INTERTIDAL ID GUIDE
Writing utensil
Notebook (optional: waterproof “rite in the rain”)
Towel to wipe hands off before writing

•
•
•
•
•

Tide app (i.e. “Tide Charts” App)
Map app for GPS coordinates
Waterproof shoes like rain boots (optional)
Camera (optional)
Colored pencils or markers (optional)

STEP 1 - REVIEW BEACH ETIQUETTE & SAFETY
1. Carefully return all rocks and seaweed to their original positions. The organisms underneath are
sheltering there to prevent drying out until the tide returns.
2. Always obey all wildlife laws.
3. Respect the property rights of others.
4. Take your trash and litter home or dispose of it properly.
5. Please be careful when walking on seaweed! It is very slippery and you also don’t know what may be
living under it.
6. Always review a tide chart before going on a beach (free app: Tide Chart). Be aware of the time of low
tide.
7. Keep track of time while on the beach. It is very easy to lose track of time while exploring. The incoming tide can find you stranded on the wrong side of a beach headland, sandbar, or rock reef separated
from the main beach.
8. On an ocean beach, be watchful for sneaker waves. Never turn your back to the water.

STEP 2 - PRACTICE IDENTIFYING INTERTIDAL ORGANISMS
1. Download this “INTERTIDAL ID GUIDE” on a device you will have with you in the field or print at home.
If you don’t have access to a printer, please get in touch with us and we will mail you a paper copy.
2. Use your tide app to take note of the tide level and time of low tide.
3. Head to a local beach (Washington Park, Ship Harbor, Rosario, Bowman Bay, etc.).
4. Choose a place on the shore and wander to see what you can find and identify!
5. Be sure to share this Guide with family and friends! Repeat #2-4 as often as you’d like.

STEP 3 - COMPLETE ONE OF OUR FUN ACTIVITIES!
1. Earn a fun Salish Sea School reward for each of the activities completed on the following page.
Be sure to e-mail or mail your activities to us. All ages welcome!
2. We are excited for you to get out there to explore all of the different plants and animals!
The organisms chosen for this guide are commonly found on or near Fidalgo Island.
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Fun Activities for All!
(A) Concentrate on a particular group of critters (i.e. just shells or just crabs) on the beach. Study that group
and write a one page summary about your observations, the habitat they were in (or on), and research what
they eat, when they lay eggs or spawn, or other interesting topics. Include a picture.
(B) Choose 3 different beaches (maybe one with almost no rocks, one with small rocks, and one with big
rocks). Record the different critters at each beach. Send us your observations!
(C) Choose 1 beach and visit the exact same territory (use GPS coordinates for this one!) at three very different tide heights (3 different days). For example: pick days when the maximum low tide will be about +2 ft,
0 ft and -2 ft. Record your observations on how the exposed beach differs between the tide heights - note
changes in the substrate exposed, amount of seaweed visible, the different organisms found. Send us your
three different observations!
(D) Write a fictional story about an intertidal organism, include your own illustrations!
(E) Choose an intertidal organism and draw/color/paint it! Send us a picture of your artwork.
(F) Send us a video of yourself identifying 5 different intertidal organisms on the beach!
(G) E-mail us a video and a picture of you or your kids using the INTERTIDAL ID GUIDE
Optional: Share on your social media using #thesalishseaschool #guardiansofthesea and tag us
@TheSalishSeaSchool. Please let us know if you don’t feel comfortable with us sharing this on our website.
(H) Straight Line Species Search - At low tide, pick a spot on the beach and imagine a straight line to the water
(see diagram below). Start at the water and follow your line up the beach. Make a list of everything from the
Guide that you find along that line within arm’s length from the line. Note how many species from the Guide
you find, whether they are dead or alive, where they are, how much ground you covered, the date, times of
start and finish, tide, GPS coordinates (optional), etc. Photograph or note things that are not on the Guide.

E-mail: info@thesalishseaschool.org

Mail: P.O. Box 1901, Anacortes, WA 98221

The following Next Generation Science Standards are met through activities A-H: 2-LS4-1 Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity, 3-LS2 Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics, 4-ESS3 Earth and Human Activity, 5-ESS3-1 Earth and Human Activity, MS-LS2-1, MS-LS2-2,MS-LS2-4, Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics, MS-ESS3-3 Earth and Human Activity, HS-LS2-2,
HS-LS2-6, HS-LS2-7, Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics, HS-LS4-5 Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity, HS-ETS1-2
Engineering Design.
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SUBSTRATE KEY
M – Mud
SS – Sand/Silt
GS – Gravel/Sand

R – Rocks (around/under)
OR – On Rocks (residing on or permanently attached)
SE – Seaweeds/Eelgrass (on/around)
E – Errant (roams the beach)

INTERTIDAL ZONE KEY

very
high
high
mid
low

VH - Very High Intertidal
The splash zone, submerged only during very high tides or severe storms, splashed by spray from high waves,
dry most of the time.

H - High Intertidal

Covered only during the peaks of the daily high tides but remains dry for long stretches between high tides, only
the hardiest of sea life survives here.

M - Mid Intertidal

The tides ebb and flow over this zone twice a day; uncovered for shorter periods, a greater variety of hardy sea
life lives here.

L - Low Intertidal

millimeters

1 meter = 3.28084 feet

Note: Due to variations in printers
and settings, this ruler may not
print accurately. Please cross reference with a ruler of your own.

inches

RU L ER

Almost always submerged, uncovered only a few times a year during the very lowest of the tides, the greatest
diversity of sea life lives in the intertidal but much of it can only survive a short time out of water.
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ROCKWEED

SUGAR KELP

RIBBON KELP

Fucus sp.

Saccharina latissima

ID Tip: Flattened blades with puffy air bladders
at the ends; form thick clumps

ID Tip: Long blades with no midrib, margins
may be puckered, blades to 3.5 m long

ID Tip: Long, narrow blades with prominent
midrib, blades to 3 m long

Fun Fact: Most widespread seaweed in northern climates. Native Americans on the Olympic
Peninsula used this for medicinal purposes.

Fun Fact: Unlike other kelp seaweeds, it has one
long ribbon like frond on a short thin
stipe (like a stem).

Fun Fact: Kelp anchor to rock using a structure
called a holdfast.

BULL KELP

JAPANESE WIREWEED

H-L / OR

Costaria costata

Nereocystis luetkeana

ID Tip: 5 ribs in blade, puckered appearance,
blades to 2 m long

ID Tip: Long thick stems ending in a gas filled
bladder, long narrow blades branch from the
bladder, blades to 10 m long

L / OR

L / OR

Fun Fact: In sheltered waters the blades will be
wide and thin. In wave exposed waters the blade Fun Fact: Blades can grow 15 cm per day! The
hollow bulb was used by coastal Native Ameriis narrower, thicker and becomes perforated.
cans to carry water. The stems can be pickled.

STRINGY ACID KELP
Desmarestia sp.

SODA STRAWS
Scytosiphon sp.

Alaria marginata

L / OR

Sargassum muticum

H-L / ALL

ID Tip: Wiry stems are well-branched, numerous
small, rounded floats on stems,
stems to 10 m long
Fun Fact: A widespread invasive species which
can choke out our native seaweeds.

SEA CAULIFLOWER
Leathesia marina

L / OR

M-L / OR

ID Tip: Stringy and well branched, forms dense
mats, turns pale in sun, stems to 1 m long

ID Tip: Long strands of tubes constricted at
regular intervals, unbranched, stems to 50 cm

ID Tip: Yellow-brown globular cushion, irregular shapes, cushions usually less than 6 cm

Fun Fact: When damaged, it releases sulfuric
acid and destroys itself and other seaweeds
around it.

Fun Fact: This is perhaps the easiest type of
seaweed to identify in our area.

Fun Fact: This often settles on another plant
and takes nothing from the host plant, thus
known as an epiphyte.
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M-L / OR, SE
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BROWN SEAWEEDS

FIVE-RIBBED KELP

L / OR

GREEN SEAWEEDS/EEL GRASS

dry

GREEN ROPE
Acrosiphonia sp.

M-L / OR

SEA LETTUCE
Ulva sp.

H-M / ALL

ID Tip: Dense tufts of rope-like strands,
tightly branched

ID Tip: Very thin blades or strands,
can form solid mats

Fun Fact: If you look closely at the fine hair-like
branches, you will find the ends curl like hooks.
This causes the branches to tangle and makes
this green algae resemble frayed rope.

Fun Fact: In the sun it dries stiff and almost
brittle, but rehydrates when the water returns.

NATIVE EELGRASS
Zostera marina

M-L / M, SS, GS

ID Tip: Flat, narrow blades wider than 4 mm
Fun Facts: Eelgrass with very slender blades of
2 mm or less is the invasive Japanese Eelgrass.
This Eelgrass tends to live at higher elevations
on the beach than our Native Eelgrass.

dry
TURKISH TOWEL

H-L / OR

L / OR

H-L / ALL

ID Tip: Red to yellowish blades, unbranched,
blades covered with raised bumps,
up to 80 cm long

ID Tip: Very thin red blades, can form mats,
blade to 1 m long

Mastocarpus sp.

RED SEAWEEDS

LAVER

TURKISH WASHCLOTH
ID Tip: Clusters of short irregular blades, bumpy
texture, blades to 15 cm long
Fun Fact: This species begins as a dark encrusted form or “tar spot” phase, one of our most
common seaweeds.

RED RIBBON
Devaleraea mollis

Chondracanthus sp.

Fun Fact: The blades can be used like a loofah
when bathing!

IRIDESCENT SEAWEED
Mazzaella splendens

Pyropia sp.

Fun Fact: Also known as Nori, this is an edible
seaweed, one of our most common seaweeds.

RED SPAGHETTI

Gracilaria/Gracilariopsis sp.

L / OR

M-L / OR

ID Tip: Thick red blades are relatively narrow,
irregular lobes, blades up to 40 cm long

ID Tip: Wide rubbery blades, very iridescent,
blades to 30 cm long

ID Tip: Yellow to brown to red, uniformly thick
strands with random branching, up to 1 m long

Fun Fact: This is an edible species, packed with
good nutrients including Vitamin A and C.

Fun Fact: The iridescent quality is best
displayed in water. When dry it can turn dark
brown or even black.

Fun Fact: This seaweed group is edible and is
used in the cuisine of several countries.
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L / OR, dead shells

SEA MOSS

Endocladia muricata

H-M / OR

Fun Fact: Creates a mossy appearance on rock
but feels abrasive.

Neorhodomela larix

Odonthalia sp.

L / OR

M-L / OR

ID Tip: Dark red to almost black, densely
ID Tip: Dark red to almost black, form dense
bushy mats, main stems form a bottle brush ap- branched, pointed tips, tips can bleach blond in
sun, stems up to 50 cm long
pearance with a rounded end, stems up to 30 cm
Fun Fact: This species contains some herbivore
deterring compounds called bromophenols.

Fun Fact: These species host zooplankton and
epiphytic algae such as Sea Cauliflower.

BLEACHED BRUNETTE

RUSTY ROCK
Hildebrandia sp.

CORALLINE RED ALGAE

Cryptosiphonia woodii

M-L / OR

H-L / OR

ID Tip: Deep maroon to olive brown, profusely
branched, branching begins about halfway
down the main stem, stems to 10 cm long

ID Tip: Thin tightly adhered layer on rocks,
rocks look stained red

Fun Fact: The stems bleach yellow-brown
in the sun.

Corallinaceae

L / OR

Fun Fact: Rusty Rock can be as thin as 3/10 of a
mm (1/100th in.)

ID Tip: Pink to purplish, encrusted on rocks,
some species will create branching forms from
the crust
Fun Fact: Coralline algae absorbs calcium
carbonate from the water which gives it its hard
structure.

CRUSTACEANS

DRY

ACORN BARNACLE
Balanus glandula

H-M / OR
ID Tip: Outer plates have a somewhat ribbed
texture, will grow on any firm surface including
rocks, pilings, shells or debris
Fun Fact: It is the most common intertidal
barnacle in our area.

RED SEAWEEDS

ID Tip: Short wiry branches, densely branched,
less than 10 cm tall

SEA BRUSH

BLACK PINE

BEACH HOPPERS

ROCKWEED ISOPOD

Amphipoda

Pentidotea wosnesenskii

H-L / ALL

M-L / M, SS, GS

ID Tip: Black, brown to green to red, many legs,
ID Tip: Green to orange-brown, found under
long antennae, rounded tail, up to 4 cm long
rocks, seaweed and debris, usually less than 1 cm
Fun Fact: They hop around vigorously when
disturbed. Also called Sea Fleas. Amphipod
means two different types of legs.
TheSalishSeaSchool.org

Fun Fact: This isopod has a flattened body and
7 free legs. The males are slightly larger than the
females. Isopod means the same type of legs.
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SHRIMP

HAIR HERMIT

GRAINYHAND HERMIT

Heptacarpus sp.

Pagurus hirsutiusculus

Pagurus granosimanus

M-L / E

H-M / E

M-L / E

ID Tip: Wide range of coloring, patterns, and
size, humped back

ID Tip: Green to reddish-brown, hairs on legs,
striped antennae, juveniles have white stripes
on legs

ID Tip: Olive-green, granular appearance to the
claws, antennae orange to red

Fun Fact: This hermit crab likes shells that are a
bit too small for it.

PURPLE SHORE CRAB

GREEN SHORE CRAB

H-M / GS, R

H-L / GS, R

Fun fact: Female crabs have wider abdomens
than males, allowing them to carry masses of
fertilized eggs around until they hatch.

Fun Fact: The most common crab on most
beaches.

CRUSTACEANS

Fun Fact: They molt as they grow, shedding
their outgrown external skeletons
and growing new, larger ones.

Hemigrapsus nudus

Hemigrapsus oregonensis

ID Tip: Usually purple but can be green, no hairs ID Tip: Most often green but can be red, hairs
on walking legs, juveniles have variable coloring, on walking legs, juveniles have variable coloring,
carapace up to 2 cm wide
carapace up to 5 cm wide

widest at 9th tooth

Fun Fact: This hermit crab likes shells that are
too big for it.

GRACEFUL DECORATOR CRAB
Oregonia gracilis

L / R, SE

ID Tip: Very slender legs, long rostrum, carapace to 4 cm wide
Fun Fact: This species decorates itself with seaweeds and other invertebrates as camouflage.

widest at 10th tooth

10th tooth

GRACEFUL CRAB
Cancer gracilis

DUNGENESS CRAB

RED ROCK CRAB

Cancer magister

Cancer productus

L/E

L/E

M-L / E

ID Tip: White edging around the carapace,
carapace up to 11 cm wide

ID Tip: Carapace up to 23 cm wide

ID Tip: Bright red with strong black-tipped
pincers, carapace to 20 cm wide

Fun Fact: The carapace is widest at the 9th
tooth, juveniles of the Cancer crabs can be quite
variable in color.
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Fun Fact: The carapace is widest at the 10th
tooth. A female may produce up to 2.5 million
eggs in a season!
TheSalishSeaSchool.org

Fun Fact: Among larger crab species, during
molting season the larger males protect the
females until their shells harden.

PACIFIC BLUE MUSSEL

PACIFIC OYSTER

FALSE JINGLE SHELL

Crassostrea gigas

Pododesmus macrochisma

ID Tip: Off white and sometimes with purple
markings or edges; lower edge is usually frilled

ID Tip: Gray-white, mostly circular but will form
to shape of the rock, up to 12 cm wide

Fun Fact: It attaches to a solid surface with
byssal threads.

Fun Fact: An adult oyster can filter up to 30
gallons of water per day! This species was introduced from Asia for commercial production over
a century ago.

Fun Fact: Often encrusted with other
organisms and can be difficult to spot against
the rock.

NUTTALL’S COCKLE

POINTED MACOMA

BENT-NOSE MACOMA

Clinocardium nuttallii

Macoma inquinata

M-L / SS

M-L / M, SS, GS

Macoma nasuta

Mytilus trossulus

M-L / OR

ID Tip: Usually blue-black but can be brown,
found in clusters on rocks, pilings and dead
shells, up to 9 cm long

Fun Fact: Often found lying on the surface or
only partially buried in the sand.

ID Tip: Dull white, often stained with brown,
somewhat pointed at one end, thin shell,
up to 6 cm wide
Fun Fact: The front of a clam’s body features a
muscular foot that the clam can extend
and use to burrow.

M-L / OR

MOLLUSKS

ID Tip: Yellow-brown to dark brown, very concave shape, prominent ribs, up to 14 cm long

M-L / OR

M-L / OR, SE

ID Tip: White, thin shell, up to 7 cm wide
Fun Fact: This shell has a distinctive bend to
the “nose” when viewed from the edge.
siphon

PACIFIC LITTLENECK

MANILA CLAM

WASHINGTON BUTTERCLAM

Leukoma staminea

Venerupis philippinarum

Saxidomus gigantea

M / SS, GS

H-M / M, SS, GS

M-L / SS, GS, R

ID Tip: Gray-white shell with cross-hatch
sculpture, fairly equal in height and width,
up to 8 cm wide
Fun Fact: Clams have two siphons. They draw
water and food particles into one siphon and
expel waste-filled water out the other.

ID Tip: Gray-white shell, often stained brown,
cross-hatch sculpture, wider than tall, the interior
often has purple staining, up to 6 cm wide

ID Tip: Gray-white, mostly smooth, thick shell,
thick prominent hinge, up to 13 cm wide

Fun Fact: This species was introduced from Asia
for commercial production over a century ago.
TheSalishSeaSchool.org

Fun Fact: The siphons are often visible in tide
pools and may even be under boulders.
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siphon

MAHOGANY CLAM

FAT HORSE CLAM

Nuttallia obscurata

Tresus capax

Mya arenaria

ID Tip: Large concave shell, lives deep in the
sand, the halves do not close completely,
up to 28 cm wide

ID Tip: Thin white shell, taller at one end than
the other, one side of shell has a hinge point that
juts 90 degrees from the shell, up to 12 cm long

Fun Fact: Its leathery siphons are often seen
poking from the sand and are sometimes
mistaken for Geoducks.

Fun Fact: This species was accidentally introduced from the East coast at least 40 years ago,
probably in ballast water.

MASK LIMPET

RIBBED LIMPET

SHIELD LIMPET

Lottia persona

Lottia digitalis

VH-H / OR

H-M / OR

M-L / OR, dead shells, eelgrass

ID Tip: Checkered pattern, variable in height,
juveniles have fine radiating ribs

ID Tip: Variable pattern, apex is far forward
on the shell, prominent ribs, found in clusters
among barnacles.

ID Tip: Variable pattern, apex slightly forward
of center, sometimes ribbed, often eroded or
encrusted

Fun Fact: Gastropod means “stomach foot” and
includes snails and slugs.

Fun Fact: This is our most variable limpet in
height, shape and habitat.

H-M / SS, GS

ID Tip: Thin shell with a shiny brown periostracum, the interior is purple, up to 7 cm wide

MOLLUSKS

Fun Fact: This was introduced from Asia and
has spread throughout much of the Salish Sea in
just over 20 years.

Fun Fact: This species shelters under or on the
shoreward facing side of large rocks. They are
rarely covered with water.

EASTERN SOFTSHELL CLAM

M-L / SS

M-L / M, SS

Lottia pelta

egg clusters

DRY

CHECKERED PERIWINKLE
Littorina scutulata

SITKA PERIWINKLE

NORTHERN LACUNA

Littorina sitkana

Lacuna vincta

H-M / OR, pilings, dead shells

H-M / OR

M-L / SE

ID Tip: Solid color or checkered pattern, high
spire, up to 1 cm long

ID Tip: Black, orange, white or striped, smooth
or ribbed, squat shape, up to 2.5 cm wide

ID Tip: Solid brown or with white stripes, up to
1 cm long but usually much smaller

Fun Fact: A very abundant species and is often
around barnacles.

Fun Fact: Most snails that live in salt water respire using a gill or gills; a few species, though,
have a lung.

Fun Fact: Its yellow donut-shaped egg clusters
are often spotted on kelp and eelgrass.
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JAPANESE MUDFLAT SNAIL

CARINATE DOVESNAIL

Batillaria attramentaria

Alia carinata

Amphissa columbiana

H-M / M, SS, GS

M-L / GS, R, dead shells

L/R

ID Tip: Solid gray-brown or with white stripes,
often extremely abundant, up to 5 cm long

ID Tip: Brown with patterns, sometimes encrusted with black algae, up to 1 cm long

ID Tip: Orange to reddish-brown, often with
patterns, many ribs, up to 3 cm long

Fun Fact: This species was accidentally
introduced with oysters from Asia over
a century ago.

Fun Fact: A gastropod’s shell is usually coiled
and may be “left-handed” or sinistral (spiraled
counter-clockwise) or “right-handed” or dextral
(clockwise). Sinistral marine snails are very rare.

Fun Fact: This species is a scavenger and can
often be found congregating around carcasses.

BLUE TOPSNAIL

NORTHERN STRIPED DOGWINKLE

FRILLED DOGWINKLE

Calliostoma ligatum

Nucella ostrina

L / OR

H-M / OR

Nucella lamellosa

ID Tip: Blue-gray to brown, may have reddish
rings especially when young, up to 3 cm high

ID Tip: White, orange, black or striped, smooth
or with spiral ribs, up to 3 cm long

ID Tip: White, orange, brown or striped, smooth
to frilled and ribbed, up to 12 cm long

Fun Fact: A whorl is a single, complete 360°
revolution or turn in the spiral growth of a
mollusk shell.

Fun Fact: Almost always found around
barnacles, which are a favorite food.

Fun Fact: Frequently seen near large clusters
of its pale yellow egg cases.

MONTEREY SEA LEMON

OPALESCENT NUDIBRANCH

WRINKLED AMPHISSA

MOLLUSKS

M-L / OR

egg clusters

WHITE BUBBLE SHELL
Haminoea vesicula

Doris montereyensis

Hermissenda crassicornis

L / SE

L/E

L/E

ID Tip: Fragile white shell, animal completely
envelopes shell, up to 2.5 cm long

ID Tip: Yellow, occasionally grayish, random
black specks on tubercles, up to 15 cm long

ID Tip: Translucent body, clear to brown cerata
with white lines and orange tips, up to 5 cm

Fun Fact: Often you notice the yellow egg clusters in the seaweed before you notice the snail.

Fun Fact: When out of water, it retracts all its
appendages. Its yellow egg clusters may
be seen on rocks.
TheSalishSeaSchool.org

Fun Fact: The color of the cerata can reflect the
color of what they have been eating.
They are carnivorous.
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MOLLUSKS
SEA ANEMONES

WOODY CHITON

MOSSY CHITON

M-L / OR

M-L / OR

Mopalia lignosa

BLACK KATY CHITON
Katharina tunicata

Mopalia muscosa

L / OR

ID Tip: Variable colors, distinctive ray pattern on
plates, mostly smooth plates, soft hairs on girdle,
up to 8 cm long

ID Tip: Brown plates, sometimes blue-green
markings, raised sculpture on plates, stiff bristly
hairs on girdle, up to 10 cm long

Fun Fact: Chitons attach themselves firmly to
surfaces with their “foot”, making it very difficult
for predators to remove them.

Fun Fact: Debris and seaweed are often stuck
in the bristly hairs. Microscopic light sensors are
thought to be located in the shell.

Fun Fact: Chitons can navigate from one place
to another and back to the same spot again with
ease, and perhaps use the Earth’s magnetic field
or secreted chemicals to find their way.

MOONGLOW ANEMONE

SHORT PLUMOSE ANEMONE

PAINTED ANEMONE

L / SS, GS

L / OR

Anthopleura artemisia

ID Tip: White to green with white bands on
tentacles, usually buried in the sand,
up to 15 cm wide

ECHINODERMS

Fun Fact: The “mouth” of the anemone is surrounded by tentacles with stinging cells called
nematocysts. This allows them to disable
prey which wanders too close.

Metridium senile

ID Tip: White to orange to brown, smooth body,
attached to boulders, up to 12 cm wide
Fun Fact: Sea anemones don’t have discrete
brains. Instead they have diffuse nets of nerves
running through their bodies.

ID Tip: Smooth black girdle covers all but center
line of the plates, size to 15 cm

Urticina grebelnyi

L / OR

ID Tip: Solid red to olive brown or a combination of each, faint to prominent bumps along
column, banded tentacles, attached to boulders,
up to 20 cm wide
Fun Fact: One type of nudibranch eats the
tentacles of anemones and are able to store the
nematocysts in their own cerata as a defense.

DRY

PURPLE STAR

BLOOD STAR

BRITTLE STAR

Pisaster ochraceus

Henricia leviuscula

Ophiuroidea

ID Tip: Purple, sometimes orange to brown,
thick arms, rough texture, up to 35 cm

ID Tip: Orange-red, sometimes with white
shoulders, narrow arms, textured surface,
up to 12 cm
Fun Fact: Sea stars are the fastest moving echinoderms. They have no brain or blood - instead
they have a complex nervous system. They can
also regenerate missing arms.

ID Tip: White to brown, long skinny arms,
fragile, up to 12 cm

L/E

Fun Fact: This is considered a “keystone
species”, meaning it is an indicator of the health
of the local environment.
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L/E

Fun Fact: Sea stars and Brittle stars expel their
stomachs through their mouths to digest food,
then retract them when finished.

Aristotle’s Lantern

WHITE SEA CUCUMBER

GREEN SEA URCHIN

Cucumaria miniata

Pentamera sp.

Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis

L/R

L/R

L/R

ID Tip: Orange, always lives under boulders or
large objects

ID Tip: White to cream, curved, up to 15 cm

ID Tip: White to green test, green spines,
up to 8 cm

Fun Fact: When covered in water, the tentacles
open out to feed. When out of water, or sensing
a predator, they will retract into the body for
protection.

Fun Fact: Usually they are found under rocks or
dead shells. Sea cucumbers may reproduce by
spawning or by division.

Fun Fact: Sea urchins have a structure called
“Aristotle’s Lantern.” It allows them to scrape
algae off rocks to eat and some will use it to
create a depression in the rock as a “home base.”

RIBBON WORM

POLYCHAETES

Platyhelminthes

Nemertea

L / OR

M-L / E

Annelida

Fun Fact: Flatworms use digestive enzymes to
dissolve what they’re going to eat.

WORMS

FLATWORM

ID Tip: Variable colors and shapes, very thin,
usually found under rocks or dead shells, slippery appearance, most are under 4 cm

ECHINODERMS

ORANGE SEA CUCUMBER

M-L / E

ID Tip: Variable colors, no segments in the body,
ID Tip: Variable colors, segmented body,
some species stretch up to 1 m long
species range from a few mm to 1.5 m long
Fun Fact: These worms eat their prey by disabling it with toxic secretions and engulf their
Fun Fact: Numerous setae (like stiff hairs) along
prey whole with their proboscis (a tube-like
their sides allow them to move. This is a very
sucking organ). They eat polychaetes and other
large and diverse group of worms.
small invertebrates.

FISH

GUNNEL
Pholidae

SCULPIN
Cottidae

FLATFISH
Pleuronectidae

L/R

L/E

L / M, SS

ID Tip: Variable colors and patterns,
narrow eel-like shape

ID Tip: Variable colors, wide head and
large pectoral fins

ID Tip: Grayish-brown, flat shape,
both eyes on one side of the head

Fun Fact: They can be found in the tiniest
patches of water at low tide around and
under rocks.

Fun Fact: One of the largest families of fish
in the PNW with over 40 species found locally.
They can be found in even small pools of
water at low tide.
TheSalishSeaSchool.org

Fun Fact: They begin their lives looking like
normal fish, but within a couple weeks develop
a flattened body for living on the sea floor. Both
eyes even move to the same side of the head.
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Invasive European Green Crab
The absolute best way to tell this crab apart from other species is by the number of spines next to the eye (marginal teeth).
The green crab is entirely distinct from other native crabs with its five marginal teeth. See picture below.
Note: It is illegal to possess a green crab in Washington without a special permit. Don’t ever pick one up! If you think you have found
one, take photos and record detailed location information, geographic coordinates if you have them, and email to crabteam@uw.edu.

Why a cause for concern?

The recent arrival of the green crab on the U.S. west coast is cause for concern. The green crab has already invaded numerous coastal communities
outside its native range, including South Africa, Brazil, Australia, and both coasts of North America. An able colonizer and efficient predator, this small
shore crab has the potential to significantly alter any ecosystem it invades. It has been blamed for the collapse of the soft-shell clam industry in Maine.
The green crab could threaten Dungeness crab, oyster, and clam fisheries and aquaculture operations in the Pacific Northwest and British Columbia.
The green crab feeds on many organisms, including clams, oysters, mussels, marine worms, and small crustaceans. Because it can also prey on juvenile
crabs and shellfish, a northward spread to the Washington coast and Puget Sound could put our Dungeness crab, clam, and oyster fisheries at risk, and
the green crab might compete with native fish and bird species for food. In addition, the green crab is an intermediate host to a marine worm that can
harm the health of local shorebirds.

What does an invasive European Green Crab look like?

This species is often confused with several similar-looking native crabs. Please review crabs: https://wsg.washington.edu/crabteam/greencrab/id/
Size: At its largest, the back shell (carapace) measures up 4” across, but it is more likely one would find smaller, younger crabs. Males are generally
larger than females of the same age.
Color: Although known by the common name of green crab, color is not its distinguishing feature. The carapace color can vary widely. Juveniles can
change color to match their surroundings each time they molt. Adults are generally dark greenish with yellow markings, and often have some orange
at the joints. The underside of the crab is off-white, but can often be bright yellow or even red.
Shape: The absolute best way to tell this crab apart from other species is by the number of spines next to the eye (marginal teeth). The green crab is
entirely distinct from other native crabs with its five marginal teeth. Additionally, the back shell is wider at the front than the back.
Legs and Claws: This crab has relatively long legs compared to the main body, and narrow claws. The last pair of legs is slightly flattened, as this species is in the same family as swimming crabs – although the European green crab is not a strong swimmer.

Green Shore Crab

3

1

1

Hemigrapsus oregonensis

4

2

3 spines on native shore crabs:
2
3

5

1

Where do they live?

3

Purple Shore Crab

European Green Crab
Carcinus maenus

Hemigrapsus nudus

2

This species is a shore crab, which means it generally lives on beaches and marshes
rather than in deeper waters. In the Pacific Northwest, the green crab is often found
in muddy shoreline habitats, like salt marshes and pocket estuaries.
Where are they most likely to be found?
The Crab Team evaluated more than 400 sites across Washington’s inland shorelines using Google Earth. Based on habitat features visible from space, sites were
categorized by how suitable the habitat would be for green crabs. The map shows
sites ranked by suitability and sites currently being monitored by WSG volunteers
and other programs. Search other areas: https://wsg.washington.edu/crabteam/
greencrab/id/#map

European Green Crab

Information and pictures from: https://wsg.washington.edu/crabteam/greencrab/

5 spines on invasive crab:

What should I do if I think I have found an invasive European Green Crab?
1. Reference our webpage on how to identify European green crabs, and distinguish them from native species. There are several native species of
similar size and color.
2. Take several pictures from different angles and distances to aid in confirming the identification. Be sure to place a common object or indicator of
scale in the photo, so we can tell how large the crab is. Pictures are necessary and sufficient for verifying the crab’s identity.
3. Leave the crab in place. It is illegal to possess a green crab in the State of Washington without a special permit. But don’t worry, we will follow up
quickly if it is a European green crab.
4. Email your photos and detailed location information, geographic coordinates if you have them, to crabteam@uw.edu. We will contact you to if we
need additional information.
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BIVALVES

https://biol326.wordpress.com/2015/10/27/i-love-ice-cream-i-just-cant-kelp-myself/
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Rostrum

Marginal teeth/
lateral spines

Walking legs
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stay in touch!
Please visit us online to learn more about our student and adult marine conservation programs: TheSalishSeaSchool.org
We are a 501(c)(3) passionate about educating the public through our student leadership programs and curriculum
focused on marine conservation. If you would like to support our work, we’d love to receive a donation online or by mail.
P.O. Box 1901, Anacortes, WA 98221

|

info@thesalishseaschool.org

thank you
Copyright 2020 Information and Photography by L.Schroeder.
We are endlessly grateful for the countless hours and endless correspondence she has provided to make this guide what it is today.
If you are (or have become) a lover of shells, please visit and/or join the Pacific Northwest Shell Club:
www.PNWSC.org
Ocean acidification information from:
https://www.epa.gov/ocean-acidification/understanding-science-ocean-and-coastal-acidification

glossary
Apex /a·pex/ the peak of the shell
Byssal /bis·uhl/ A mass of strong, silky filaments by which
certain bivalve mollusks, such as mussels, attach themselves to
rocks and other fixed surfaces.
Carapace /kehr·uh·peys/ the hard upper shell of a crustacean (such as a crab)
Cerata / ser·a·ta/ elongated outgrowths on the upper surface
of the body of some nudibranchs
Crustacean /kruh·stey·shun/ any of a large class (Crustacea)
of mostly aquatic arthropods which include barnacles, amphiphods, isopods, shrimp and crabs
Echinoderm /ih·kai·nuh·durm/ a marine invertebrate of the
phylum Echinodermata which includes sea stars, sea urchins, sea
cucumbers and sand dollars
Epiphyte /eh·pih·fyte/ a plant or animal that grows on another
plant but is not parasitic (exploiting).

Websites

Girdle /gur·dl/ the strong but flexible structure that encircles
and holds the plates together on a chiton
Midrib /mid·rib/ a large strengthened vein along the midline of
a leaf or blade
Mollusk /maa·luhsk/ an invertebrate of the phylum Mollusca
which includes snails, slugs, clams, mussels, chitons and octopus;
most, but not all, have some sort of shell
Periostracum /per·ee·os·truh·kuhm/ a layer covering the exterior of the shell in many mollusks which protects the shell
Rostrum /raa·struhm/ the projection of a crab’s carapace that
extends forward of the eyes
Test the hard shell of some spherical marine animals, such as
urchins
Tubercles /too·br·kls/ a small, rounded projection or protuberance on the surface of an animal

additional resources

Invertebrates of the Salish Sea inverts.wallawalla.edu (based at Rosario Beach Marine Laboratory)
Pacific Northwest Shell Club www.PNWSC.org (ID photo section)
A Snail’s Odyssey www.asnailsodyssey.com (learn more detailed information about invertebrates)
Books
Beneath Pacific Tides - Subtidal Invertebrates of the West Coast, Jensen, Gotshall & Miller, 2018
Crabs and Shrimps of the Pacific Coast, Jensen, 2014
Marine Life of the Pacific Northwest, Lamb and Hanby, 2005
The New Beachcomber’s Guide to the Pacific Northwest, Sept, 2019
Pacific Seaweeds - A Guide to Common Seaweeds of the West Coast, updated and expanded edition, Druehl & Clarkston, 2016
Seashore Life of the Northern Pacific Coast, Kozloff, 2000 (5th printing)
Whelks to Whales – Coastal Marine Life of the Pacific Northwest, Harbo, 2010
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